In this chapter, assuming the expected wireless access network to be composed of IEEE802.11, which is a popular wireless system, and IEEE802.16, which is expected to spread, a IP packet distribution on the access route, which combines IEEE802.11-link and IEEE802.16-link in parallel, is proposed to improve the application performance. The proposed packet distribution increases IP throughput and decreases IP delay. Furthermore, it reduces out-of-order packets and provides high throughput and low delay to both UDP applications and TCP applications simultaneously. Our works have proposed the packet distribution for combining IEEE802.11/16 wireless upload links. We expand the above packet distribution to reduce out-of-order packets and to apply download traffic, and show its essential characteristics of packet distribution for composite wireless access route of IEEE802.11/16-links (call M-route) , then propose a packet distribution method for M-route. Furthermore, we evaluate the method's performance by multiple application traffic on both UDP and TCP in a wireless access network composed of 802.11a, 802.11b and 802.16, which have the different characteristic from each other (see Table 1 ). The configuration of wireless access networks by wireless media diversity is assumed as follows (see Fig. 1 ). • Base station provides an access point function of IEEE802.11a/b-wireless systems and a base station function of 16-wireless system, and accommodates IEEE802.11a/b-antennas and an IEEE802.16-antenna by wired connecting. It also provides the function of gateway.
16-Coverage
• Each terminal is equipped with IEEE802.11a/b-interfaces and IEEE802.16-interface, and can communicate with base station by using each interface.
• IEEE802.11a/b-antennas and terminals are randomly deployed within coverage of IEEE802.16-antenna.
• The access network is IP network.
Characteristics of IEEE802.11 link for packet distribution
In this section, based on Media Access Control (MAC) of IEEE802.11 DCF, the characteristics of IEEE802.11 wireless link (11-link) for packet distribution is analyzed.
IEEE802.11 link cost
Based on queuing theory (Gross & Harris, 1985) , a link load is shown as the number of packets in a link, including waiting packets in the queue and the currently processed packet. d (i,k) , which is cost of link k between a terminal i and a base station, is defined as the link load, and it is expressed using Little's theorem (Little, 1961) as follows.
where F (i,k) is the packet arrival rate of link k in terminal i and T (i,k) is the average delay of link k in terminal i. Delay is the time from packet arrival at the terminal to completion of packet transmission, therefore the delay is composed of a waiting delay in queue and an air time. The air time is composed of MAC delay and transmission delay, which take the MAC retransmission into consideration. Based on Eq. (1), T (i,k) decreases if d (i,k) decreases on constant F (i,k) and on maximum of d (i,k) , that is, link capacity, F (i,k) can increase if T (i,k) decreases. F (i,k) corresponds to a throughput on condition that no packet loses. Therefore, when d (i,k) decreases, a throughput increases and a delay decreases on a link. The dependence of the link cost on the packet arrival rate, which corresponds to the number of distributed packets in unit time to a link, is shown. Based on Eq. (1), the link cost depends on the average delay. The average delay is composed of the waiting delay in queue and the packet service time. Therefore, in regard with 11-link, the dependence of the above elements on the packet arrival rate are shown, and in summarizing them, the dependence of the link cost on the packet arrival rate is shown.
Dependence of packet service time on packet arrival rate
In (Bianchi, 2000) , throughput analysis of IEEE802.11 DCF is shown, and in (Carvalho & Garcia, 2003) , the packet service time analysis of that is shown based on (Bianchi, 2000) . According to these, the dependence of the average packet service time on the packet arrival rate is shown. DCF adopts an exponential backoff scheme, and employs a discrete-time backoff timer. The timer immediately following a Distributed InterFrame Space (DIFS) starts, and a terminal, which is a terminal or a base station, is allowed to transmit only at the beginning of each Slot Time. The Slot Time size σ is set equal to the time needed at any terminal to detect the transmission of a packet from any other terminal. At each packet transmission, the backoff timer is randomly chosen in the range (0, CW − 1). CW is called Contention Window, and depends on the number of transmissions failed for the packet. At the first transmission attempt, CW is set equal to CW min called minimum contention window. After each failed transmission, CW is doubled, up to a maximum value CW max = 2 r CW min (r is a maximum number of retransmissions). Each transmission attempt is referred to as a bakoff stage. The packet service time is the sum of time for each backoff stage. Each backoff stage is composed of the transmission waiting period and the transmission attempt period (see Fig. 2 ). The backoff stage starts in the transmission waiting period, and the backoff timer is initialized to a random value in the range (0, CW i − 1) at the backoff stage i start. CW i is the contention window size of the backoff stage i. In the period, the backoff timer is decremented only when the channel is idle, and it is frozen when the channel is busy. The duration of the period is the time until the backoff timer becomes zero from initial value. The transmission attempt period starts when the backoff timer reaches zero, and a packet transmission takes place. The duration of period is the time to transmit a packet. In the model of (Bianchi, 2000) and (Carvalho & Garcia, 2003) , a fixed number of terminals is assumed, and the backoff stage is repeated until a packet transmission success using CW i until stage r and using CW r beyond stage r. The stage r is called maximum backoff stage. Furthermore, using the probability τ that a terminal transmits in a randomly chosen slot time, the following probabilities in an exponential backoff scheme are expressed.
where n is the number of terminal in the channel coverage, p tr is the probability that there is at least one transmission in the slot time of the transmission waiting period, p suc is the probability that a transmission occurring on the channel is successful, p i is the probability that the slot time is idle in the transmission waiting period, p s is the probability that the channel is busy due to a packet transmission success in the transmission waiting period, p c is the probability that the channel is busy due to a collision in the transmission waiting period, and q is the probability that a packet transmission success in the transmission attempt period. Let B be the average time which the transmission waiting period takes until a packet transmission succeeds, and let A be the average time which the transmission attempt period takes until a packet transmission succeeds, B and A are derived from a binary exponential backoff scheme as follows (Carvalho & Garcia, 2003) . (Note: In this section, "time" is the duration in slot time units σ of IEEE802.11)
where t i is the time of idle (i.e., one backoff slot), t s is the average time that the channel is sensed busy due to a packet transmission success, t c is the average time that the channel is busy due to a collision in the channel, RTS, CTS and ACK are time that RTS, CTS and ACK frame is transmitted respectively, SIFS and DIFS are the interval time (see Fig. 3 ), δ is the propagation delay, H is the time that a packet header is transmitted, and PL is the time the payload is transmitted. According to Eq. (2), q = 1 − p tr , therefore, t b /q expresses the average time that the backoff timer is decreased by one, and (ηCW min − 1)/2 expresses the average of sum of backoff timer in all stage. In Eq. (5), (1 − q)/q expresses the average number of collision in the transmission attempt priod. Then, the average packet service time S is argued using the above analysis. S is shown as follows.
When the number of terminal is constant, the dependence of S on τ is shown using the first and second derivative of S at τ as follows.
dS dτ > 0 d 2 S dτ 2 > 0( 8 ) Therefore, S is a convex monotonically increasing function of τ. Figure 4 (a) illustrates the dependence of S on τ by using Eq. (7) in 11b MAC parameter, transmission rate 11Mbps, a number of terminals 10∼40, maximum backoff stage 5, and the payload size 1500 bytes, and it also shows the same characteristics. In (Bianchi, 2000) and (Carvalho & Garcia, 2003) , the transmission queue is assumed to be always non-empty, thus, the dependence of τ on the packet arrival rate F is not considered. Let F be the number of arrival packets at a link in a slot time, the dependence is argued. The average number of arrival packets in period S is FS, and the average number of transmission attempts on a successfully transmitted packet is (1 − q)/q + 1. Then, the average number of that a packet transmission attempts in period S is FS/q. Therefore, τ is shown as follows.
Figure 4(b), which illustrates the dependence of F on τ using Eq. (9) in the same parameter as Fig. 4(a) . In Fig. 10 , when F < 1/S (1/S is the packet service rate), that is, when the load does not exceed the link capacity, and when the number of terminal is constant, F for τ is concavely and monotonically increasing. Therefore, within link capacity, the dependence of F on τ is shown using the first and second derivative of F at τ as follows.
Furthermore, the first and second derivative of S on F is shown using Eqs.(8), (10) as follows.
Therefore, within link capacity, S is a convex monotonically increasing function of F.
Dependence of waiting delay in queue on packet arrival rate
The dependence of W which is the waiting delay in queue on F is argued. N Q ,w h i c hi st h e number of waiting packets in queue, is F × W using Little's theorem. W is composed of the packet service time for N Q packets and R, which is the sum of the residual service time in each packet arrival. Consequently, W is shown as follows.
Each residual service time in a packet arrival is S 2 /2S (Bertsetkas & Gallager, 1992) , where S 2 is the second moment of S. The average number of packet arrivals in S is FS; accordingly, R is FS 2 /2. Applying the above relations to Eq. (13), W is given as
Let V[S] be the variance of S, and it is shown as follows (Carvalho & Garcia, 2003 )
Using Eq. (15), S 2 is shown as follows.
Furthermore, using Eq. (16), the first and second derivatives of S 2 at τ are shown, respectively, as follows.
Figure 4(c) illustrates the dependence of S 2 on τ using Eq. (16) in the same parameter as Fig. 4(a) , and it also shows the same characteristics. Furthermore, applying Eq. (10) to Eq. (17), the first and second derivatives of S 2 at F are shown, respectively, as follows.
Using Eqs. (14) (18), the first and second derivatives of W at F are shown, respectively, on the condition of FS < 1, as follows.
FS < 1, that is, F < 1/S expresses the condition that a link load is with a link capacity. Therefore, within a link capacity, W is also a convex monotonic increasing function of F.
Dependence of 11-link cost on packet arrival rate
Finally, the dependence of the 11-link cost on the packet arrival is argued. The average delay T is also a convex monotonic increasing function of F because of T = W + S. Applying the dependence of T on F to Eq. (1), the first and second derivatives of a 11-link cost d at F are as follows.
Consequently, a 11-link cost d is also a convex monotonic increasing function of F within a link capacity and in a fixed number of terminals.
Cost of M-route compositing multiple 11-links for upload traffic
On communications using a M-route which aggregates multiple 11-links from terminal to a base station , the cost of M-route for upload traffic is the sum of cost of each 11-uplink composing M-route because the number of packets in a M-route is the sum of the number of packets in each link composing M-route. Therefore, m i which is the cost of M-route for upload traffic in terminal i is shown as follows (see Fig. 5 (a)).
U i is the set of an uplink which is provided by a 11-wireless interface equipped with terminal i.
Here, in steady packet arrival rate, the packet distribution from an 11-uplink k to an 11-uplink j in M-route of terminal i, is argued. In this case, the packet distribution to the other 11-uplinks is constant, thus the dependence of F (i,j) on F (i,k) is shown as follows.
Using Eqs. (20) and (22), the first and second derivatives of d (i,j) at F (i,k) are shown as follows.
Consequently, d (i,j) is a convex monotonically decreasing function of F (i,k) . According to Eq.(21), m i is the sum of d (i,k) , which is a convex monotonically increasing function of F (i,k) , and d (i,j) , which is a convex monotonically decreasing function of F (i,k) , and the uplink cost of the others, which are constant for F (i,k) . Therefore, m i is a convex function of F (i,k) (see Fig.5 (b)), and m i has a optimal solution for F (i,k) . Because m i is a convex function of F (i,k) , the optimal solution can be searched by the packet distribution which aim to descend the gradient in the convex function. When packets are distributed from a 11-uplink k to 11-uplink j in M-route, the condition of the gradient descent on M-route cost is shown as follows using Eq.(22).
Applying Eq.
(1) to Eq.(24), and transforming Eq.(24) into difference equation, thus the first derivative of m i at F (i,k) is shown as follows. Composite Access Route of multiple links Furthermore, applying finite difference approximation to Eq.(25), the following is derived.
Where, m i (n) is M-route cost of terminal i in packet distribution of n time and T (x,y) (n + 1) is average delay of 11-link y in terminal x in packet distribution of n + 1time. Consequently, when the packet distribution meets Eq.(26) which means the average delay of source 11-uplink on packet distribution becomes larger than that of destination 11-uplink on packet distribution, the M-route cost for upload traffic decreases and approaches the optimal solution. Such packet distribution is repeated with the decrease in the amount of the distributing packets (∆F (i,k) → 0), and finally the average delay of source 11-uplink becomes equal to that of destination 11-uplink, the M-route cost for upload traffic reaches its optimal solution. Furthermore, the search for the optimal solution of M-route cost has the additional effectiveness which decreases the arrival of out-of-order packets because of the equalization of the delay of source 11-link and destination 11-link.
Cost of M-route compositing multiple 11-Links for download traffic
A base station associates its 11-interface with multiple terminals in its coverage. Thus, its interface is composed of multiple 11-downlinks according to multiple terminals in its 11-coverage, that is, its topology is point-to-multipoint. In this subsection, the cost of M-route for download traffic (i.e. in a base station) in steady packet arrival rate is argued. In queueing theory, a link has a queue of packets to be transmitted, and has an independent server on other links within the same interface. However, an 11-downlink is different from a link reserved the resource such as WiMAX (TDD or FDD) link and CDMA link, and an 11-downlink shares the resource of interface among other downlinks within the same interface. Conceptually, we can also view an 11-downlink within an interface as follows.
• Each 11-downlink has a queue which is independent on the other downlinks.
• Each 11-downlink has a common server as an interface among the other downlinks.
That is, in 11-downlink k[i] to terminal i, which is provide by interface k of base station, F (bs,k[i]) which is packet arrival rate of link k[i] in base station, is independent on the others, and T (bs,k[i]) which is average delay of link k[i] in base station, is common among the others. Therefore, d (bs,k[i] ) which is cost of 11-link k[i] in base station, is shown as follows (see Fig. ??) .
(a) Downlink cost associated by 11-interface. where T (bs,k[i]) is the average delay of 11-interface k providing downlink k[i] in base station. That is, T (bs,k[i]) is the average delay based on all the packets which are distributed to 11-interface k.
It is difficult to derive
, which is the dependence of of
is dependent on not only F (bs,k[i]) but also the packet distribution of the other downlinks provided by 11-interface k. To simplify this difficulty, the following condition is assumed.
According to the condition Eq.(29), its is
In the condition, the packet distribution from a 11-downlink k[i] to a 11-downlink j[i],i s argued. These 11-downlinks are contained in the M-route which aggregates 11-downlinks to terminal i, and are respectively provided by different 11-interface (11-interface k and j). The same as the packet distribution of M-route for upload traffic, the packet distribution to the other 11-downlinks to terminal i, which is respectively provided by different 11-interface except for 11-interface k and j, is constant, thus the dependence of
Consequently, in the condition Eq. (29) 
Furthermore, Eq.(32) is transformed into difference equation, and is applied finite difference approximation based on Eq.(29), then the condition that the M-route cost for download traffic decreases is shown as follows.
Where, m bs [i] (n) is the cost of M-route to terminal i from base station in packet distribution of n time and T (bs,y[x]) (n + 1) is average delay of interface y in packet distribution of n + 1time, and the interface y provides 11-downlink to terminal x.
Furthermore, based on Eqs. (29) and (30), the dependence of T (bs,j[i]) on F (bs,k[i]) is shown as follows.
dT (bs,j 
is a monotonically decreasing function of F (bs,k[i] ) . Therefore, a cost of each link in M-route should be considered a monotonically increasing function of the packet arrival rate, and the cost of M-route is the sum of each link cost, is a multioptimization function of F (bs,k[i]) (see Fig.6(b) ). That is, m bs [i] has some local minimums for F (bs,k[i] ) and the packet distribution meeting Eq.(33) may not bring m bs [i] to the optimal solution. On the other hand, T (bs,k[i]) and T (bs,j[i]) is respectively a monotonically increasing/decreasing function for F (bs,k[i] ) ,a n dt h e n ,i n0 ≤ F (bs,k[i]) ≤ F bs [i] , the number of solutions which makes T (bs,k[i]) equal to T (bs,j[i]) is 1 in the maximum (see Fig. 6 (c)). Consequently, the packet distribution which meets Eqs. (29) and (33) is repeated, and finally it reaches T (bs,k[i]) (n + 1) − T (bs,j[i]) (n + 1)=0, then the M-route cost m bs [i] reaches its optimal solution. Furthermore, the search for the optimal solution of M-route cost m bs [i] has the additional effectiveness which decreases the arrival of out-of-order packets because of the equalization the delay of source 11-link and destination 11-link. The performance of IEEE802.16 is actively analyzed. (Nakaya & Hossain, 2006) investigates the delay analysis based on queueing theory, but it does not consider MAC of IEEE802.16. (Cho et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2007; Iyengar et al., 2005; He et al., 2007; Ni et al., 2007) investigate the performance analysis based on MAC of IEEE802.16. Cho et al. (2005) analyzes the utilization and throughput and (Lin et al., 2007) analyzes the utilization for BW request based on polling. These analyses do not investigate the delay. On the other hand, (Iyengar et al., 2005; He et al., 2007; Ni et al., 2007) analyze the delay, but does not consider waiting time in queue. In this section, in regard with IEEE802.16 link (16-link), considering the waiting time in queue and MAC of IEEE802.16, the dependence of average delay on traffic is analyzed in accordance with its four QoS classes. Furthermore, based on the analyzed dependence, the characteristics of 16-link for packet distribution is shown. Figure. 7 shows 16-frame in TDD. The frame consists of DL-subframe and UL-subframe. Each subframe consists of time slots. Base station (BS) sends DL-MAP and UL-MAP in DL-subframe, and all terminals listen to the DL-subframe, and know that they should listen to slots in DL-subframe, and know that they should use slots in UL-frame to transmit data. In such communications between BS and terminals, IEEE802.16 (IEEE std. 802.16-2004 (IEEE std. 802.16- , 2004 IEEE std. 802.16e-2005 IEEE std. 802.16e- , 2005 supports four class for QoS, which are UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, BE.
Characteristics of IEEE802.16 link for packet distribution
In UGS class, BS assigns fixed-size periodic data grants to both of uplink and downlink in terminals. In rtPS class and nrtPS class, BS assigns data grants to downlink, and polls to terminals in accordance with the reserved capacity for uplink in each terminal, and in nrtPS class, terminals are additionally allowed to use contention requests for uplink bandwidth (BW). In BE class, terminals are allowed to use contention requests only for both of uplink and downlink, and BS does not poll to terminals. On the analysis, the assumptions are as follows.
• 16-frame length is constant.
• The multiplexing is TDD.
• The DL-subframe and DL-subframe length in frame is the ratio of 1:1.
• The modulation for each link is unchanged after the communication is arranged
• A time is normalized by slot.
16-link in UGS
In UGS class, BS assigns fixed-size periodic data grants to both of uplink and downlink in terminals. The fixed-sized periodic data grants is slots of which map is in DL-MAP or UL-MAP. The data arrival process at slot can be approximated to poisson process(Bertsetkas & Gallager, 1992) (Note. data arrival at link means transmission data occurrence in link). Based on the above, argue the average time that a packet waits in queue of downlink, which is W dl.UGS . W dl.UGS consists of the follows.
• The average residual time R dl.USG . When a new packet arrives at 16-downlink, a 16-frame is already being processed. R dl.USG is a remaining average time until the current 16-frame is processed completely.
• The queued packet average processing time for UGS of downlink, Q dl.UGS . Q dl.UGS is a average time to process the all queued packets in UGS of downlink on a packet arrival.
• The average advance time A dl.USG . In 16-frame, A dl.USG is a average time to process the other packets before a packet in USG of downlink is processed. 
Argue Q dl.UGS . Based on Little's theorem (Gross & Harris, 1985) , the number of queued packets in UGS of downlink, which is N dl.UGS , is derived as follows.
Where F dl.UGS is a packet arrival rate at UGS of downlink, which is average number of arrival packets within a slot in UGS of downlink, W dl.UGS is the average time that a packet waits in queue in UGS of downlink. Let m be a data grants period which is expressed by the number of frames, and Q dl.UGS is derived as follows.
A dl.USG is equal to the residual time of DL-subframe, and is derived as follows.
L dl is the number of slots in DL-subframe, V ds.UGS and V 2 ds.UGS are respectively the first and second moment of process time of a packet in DL-subframe except for UGS. Accordingly, W dl.UGS is expressed as follows.
Based on Eq. (39), the average delay in UGS of downlink, which is T dl.UGS , is derived as follows. 
Similar to downlink, R ul.UGS and A ul.UGS are independent on F ul.UGS . Accordingly, T ul.UGS is a convex monotonically increasing function of F ul.UGS .
16-downlink in rtPS and nrtPS
In rtPS, BS periodically assigns data grants to downlink of terminals based on the reserved capacity for the link. Similar to UGS, delay of 16-downlink in rtPS, which is T dl.rtPS , is derived as follows.
X dl.rtPS and X 2 dl.rtPS are respectively the first and second moment of the number of granted slots, which is a process time of a packet, for rtPS of downlink, V dl.rtPS and V 2 dl.rtPS be respectively the first and second moment of process time of a packet in frame except for rtPS of downlink, V ds.rtPS and V 2 ds.rtPS be respectively the first and second moment of process time of a packet in DL-subframe except for rtPS, F dl.rtPS is a rtPS packet arrival rate at 16-downlink, and W dl.rtPS is the average time that a packet waits in queue in rtPS of downlink, Argue the dependence of X rtPS and X 2 dl.rtPS on F dl.rtPS . Assuming the modulation for each link to be unchanged, X rtPS increases in the linear for the increase in F dl.rtPS . Therefore, the dependence of X rtPS and X 2 dl.rtPS on F dl.rtPS are respectively expressed as follows.
Based on Eq. (43) and (44), the dependence of T dl.rtPS on F dl.rtPS is derived as follows.
The difference of nrtPS form rtPS is the length of data grant periods, and the data grants period in nrtPS is longer than that in rtPS. Then the depenadence of delay T dl.nrPS on F dl.nrtPS , which is nrtPS packet arrival rate at uplink, is the same as that in rtPS. Consequently, T dl.rtPS and T dl.nrtPS are a convex monotonically increasing function of the each packet arrival rate.
16-uplink in rtPS
In rtPS, BS periodically polls to terminals in accordance with the reserved capacity for uplink, and terminals reply by sending BW requests with allocated space (i.e., contention free). In next frame, BS assigns data grants which is mapped by UL-MAP to terminals, and terminals use data grant to transmit data. The difference of rtPS of uplink from that of downlink is that two frames is necessary to transmit a packet. Let R ul.rtPS , A ul.rtPS , m,andF ul.rtPS , X ul.rtPS be respectively the average residual time for rtPS packet of uplink, the average advance time for rtPS packet of uplink, the polling period in rtPS, the packet arrival rate at rtPS of uplink, and the average process time for packet in rtPS of uplink, W ul.rtPS , which is the queued packet processing time for UGS of uplink, and T ul.rtPS , which is the average delay in rtPS of uplink, are respectively expressed as follows.
R ul.rtPS is common to R dl.rtPS ,a n dA ul.rtPS is the sum of A dl.rtPS and L F because the rtPS of uplink is necessary to additional a frame to poll to terminal and to request BW to BS with contention free. Therefore, R dl.rtPS and A dl.rtPS are independence on F ul.rtPS ,andthenT ul.rtPS is a convex monotonically increasing function of F ul.rtPS the same as rtPS of downlink.
16-uplink in nrtPS and 16-link in BE
In 16-uplink of nrtPS and 16-link of BE, also the arrival packets are enqueued and wait to be processed with FCFS. Let the waiting time be W bw (argue later in detail). The packet is dequeued with FCFS, and then, is processed. The packet processing in nrtPS is based on the polling from BS the same as uplink of rtPS. Furthermore, uplink of nrtPS is additionally allowed to use contention BW request. In BE, the link is allowed to use contention BW request only. In such contention mode, terminals send BW request during the contention period in UL-subframe. Depending on the number of contention BW request, the collision of BW request occurs. In contention BW request, each terminal resolves and avoids the collision as follows.
• Each terminal waits the random number of slots before sending BW request in the contention period. The number of waiting slots, which is back-off counter, is generated based on exponential binary backoff mechanism.
• The backoff counter is decreased during the contention period.
• When the counter is zero, terminal sends BW request in the contention period.
• The terminal sending BW request waits data grants in DL/UL-map from BS.
• When the terminal does not receive data grants from BS in duration of the timer, terminal increases the contention window size, and generates the backoff counter based on exponential binary backoff mechanism, and then waits the opportunity sending BW request when the counter is zero. That is the retransmission process.
The contention BW request is analyzed based on the following model.
• The packet processing time consists of BW request opportunity waiting period, BW request attempt period, and packet transmission period.
• A BW request opportunity waiting period is the number of slots to be spent until the back-off counter becomes zero.
• A BW request attempt period is the number of slots to be spent by BW request transmission. In BW request attempt period, BW request transmission succeeds or collides.
The collision causes the timeout in receipt of data grant, and spends the number of slots corresponding to the timeout. The success spends the number of slots to be spent from BW request accepted by BS to complete transmission of a packet in terminal.
• Ineachterminal,Letτ bw be the BW request attempt rate (req/slot) in the contention period of UL-subframe, and then the probability q bw that BW request is transmitted successfully is (1 − τ bw ) n−1 ,wheren is the number of terminals transmitting BW request .
• In each terminal, the packet arrival process (i.e., upload traffic) and packet request process (i.e., download traffic) is poisson process (Bertsetkas & Gallager, 1992) . Let F bw be an packet arrival/request rate (packets/slot), which need the contention BW request.
• The contention period ratio, which is the ratio of the number of slots in the contention period in a frame, is constant. Let U c be the contention period ratio.
• The process of the BW request that BS receives is assumed to FCFS, and the allocating data grants rate (slot/packet) in DL-subframe or UL-subframe for BW request in BS is S dg ,and is constant.
The contention BW request process is the same as the model described in 2.1.1 except for t b in Eq.(4), t s and t c in Eq.(6). t b is 1 because the contention BW request process decrements the backoff counter without carrier sensing. t c is the number of slots to be spent by timeout of data grant receipt from BS, and is a constant. t s is the number of slots to be spent from the success transmitting of BW request to the complete transmission of packet, and then it depends on F bw . t s is divided into t ss , which is the air time of BW request from terminal to BS, and t bs , which is the time from the receipt of BW request in BS to the complete transmission of packet in terminal, and t ss is a constant.
Here, argue the dependence of t bs on F bw .I n S bw which is the average time from first transmission attempt of contention BW request to successful transmission of that, the average number of arrival/request packets for contention BW request is F bw S bw ,a n d ,i nS bw ,t h e average number of BW request transmission attempts is (1 − q bw )/q bw + 1. Therefore, τ bw is expressed as follows.
And, based on Eqs.
(3), (4) and (5), S bw is shown as follows.
Furthermore, let F bw_bs be the arrival rate of BW request at BS, F bw_bs is shown as follows.
F bw_bs = q bw nF bw
Based on Eqs. (47), (48) and (49), on condition of F bw < 1/S bw , the dependence of F bw , F bw_bs and S bw on τ bw is respectively shown as follows. Argue W bw_bs which is the waiting time in queue of BS for data grant. The process of the received BW requests in BS is assumed to be FCFS, and conceptually it can be view as queueing system of which the packet arrival rate is F bs_bs and the packet service rate is S dg . Therefore, W bw_bs is shown, based on Eq. (14), as follows
S dg is constant for F bw_bs , and then, on condition of F bw_bs < 1/S dg , the dependence of W bw_bs on F bw_bs is shown as follows.
dW bw_bs dF bw_bs > 0 (53) t bs is the sum of W bw_bs and S dg , and then, based on Eqs. (51) and (56), the dependence of t bs on F bw on condition of F bw < 1/S bw and F bw_bs < 1/S dg , that is, within the link capacity, is shown as follows.
dt bs dF bw > 0
Argue W bw which is the packet waiting time in queue of terminal. According to the exponential binary backoff model described in 2.1.1, and applying t b = 1 and the constance of t c for τ bw to Eq.(15), W bw is derived as follows.
According to Eqs.(16), (50), on condition of F bw < 1/S bw , that is, within link capacity, the dependence of W bw on F bw is derived as follows.
dW bw dF bw > 0
Finally, T bw , which is the average delay for contention BW request, is the sum of W bw , S bw , t ss and t bs , the dependence of T bw on F bw is derived, based on Eqs. (51), (54) and (56), as follows.
Therefore, T bw is monotonically increasing function of F bw .
Packet distribution for 16-link
The average delay on 16-link, except uplink in nrtPS and link in BE, is a convex monotonically increasing function of packet arrival rate, therefore, its characteristics on packet distribution corresponds to that of 11-downlink. On the other hand, 16-uplink in nrtPS and 16-link in BE are a monotonically increasing function of packet arrival rate, therefore, their characteristics on packet distribution corresponds to that of 11-uplink.
IP packet distribution for M-route compositing IEEE802.11/16 links
Based on the analyzed characteristics of 11/16-link for packet distribution, the characteristics of the access route compositing multiple 11-links or 16-links is the same. Therefore, the characteristics of M-route compositing 11links and 16-links for the packet distribution corresponds to that of the access route compositing multiple 11-links or 16-links. According to the above, IP packet distribution method for the M-route compositing 11-links and 16-links be described. The characteristics of M-route compositing 11/16-link for the packet distribution corresponds to that of the access route compositing multiple 11-links or 16-links because that of 11-link and 16-link are the same.
Restriction condition
According to Eqs. ( 26) and ( 33), the optimal solution of the M-route cost can be searched by the repeating packet distribution that the average delay of distribution source link becomes larger than that of distribution destination link, and that the average delay of both source link and destination link become equal finally. Additionally, the packet distribution for download traffic needs to meet the condition Eq.(29) when the source link on the packet distribution is an 11-link.
Here, argue the condition Eq.(29). Transforming Eq.(29) into finite difference approximation, it is shown as follows.
Because 11-link k[i] is a source link on packet distribution, ∆F (bs,k[i]) < 0. Therefore, to meet Eq.(58), ∆T (bs,k[i]) < 0. In other words, it is that the average delay of source 11-interface on packet distribution decreases. The increase in average delay of source 11-interface k does not meet the condition and it occurs in the following unsteady state.
• The packet arrival rate at other links provided by 11-interface k increases.
• The number of links provided by 11-interface k increases.
The first item in the above list means the increase in contention with other terminals, thus it also causes the increase in average delay of source link when source link is 11-uplink or 16-uplink in nrtPS or 16-link in BE. The second item means the increase in a number of terminals, thus it causes the increase in average delay of source link because of the same reason as the first item. Then it also occurs when source link on packet distribution is 11-uplink or 16-uplink in nrtPS or 16-link in BE. In above cases, M-route cost also loses the monotonically increasing characteristics for packet arrival rate. Therefore, in consideration of the unsteady state that traffic fluctuates, the restriction condition which is the decrease in the average delay of source link on packet distribution is a necessary condition to bring the M-route cost to the optimal solution.
Search for optimal solution of M-route cost with packet distribution
Argue the search for optimal solution of M-route cost with Packet Distribution in unsteady state by the following packet distribution.
• M (x,y) is a M-route from x to y.Onx and y, one is a base station and the other is a terminal.
• Packets transmitted to y at x are distributed.
• K denotes a source interface on the packet distribution. J denotes a destination interface on the packet distribution.
• K is either an 11-interface or 16-interface and J is also either an 11-interface or 16-interface.
• (x, Z[y] ) denotes a certain link to y in x, which link is provided by a certain interface Z.
• F (x,Z[y]) denotes a packet arrival rate at (x, Z[y])
Based on subsection 4.1, the search for optimal solution of M-route cost in unsteady state is the search for the packet distribution meeting the following conditions.
where ∆T * (x,K[y]) (n) denotes the difference between T * (x,K[y]) (n) and T * (x,K[y]) (n − 1). According to Eq. (59), the proposed packet distribution method implements the search for the optimal solution in IP layer using the measured average delay in MAC layer as the following iteration. Step1: In the initial period, packets are distributed equally to each link in M-route with a round robin manner.
Step2: At end of the initial period, T * (x,Z[y]) (0) of each link in M-route is derived, and (x, Max[y])(0) which has maximum average delay in the initial (0-th) period, and (x, Min[y])(0) which has minimum average delay in the initial (0-th) period, is respectively selected in M (x,y) .O n t h e p a c k e t d i s t r i b u t i o n , (x, Max[y])(0) and (x, Min[y])(0) is respectively assigned to the source link (x, K[y])(1) in the next (1-th) period and the destination link (x, J[y])(1) in that period. ∆F (x,K[y]) (1), which is the amount of packet distribution from (x, K[y])(1) to (x, J[y])(1) in the next (1-th) period, is derived as follows. where r (x,y) denotes the packet distribution rate of M (x,y) ,a n dr0 denotes the initial packet distribution rate.
Step3: According to ∆F (x,K[y]) (1), the packet distribution in the 1-th period is carried out.
Step4: At end of n-th period (n ≥ 1), T * (x,Z[y]) (n) of each link in M (x,y) is derived. The delay of each packet is a period when the packet arrives at IP layer, and is enqueued in queue of an interface, and is dequeued by an interface, and is sent and interface receives its ACK based on the media access control. Therefore, it can be measured within packet distributing side x. Based on the relation of T * (x,K[y]) (n) and T * (x,J[y]) (n), ∆F (x,K[y]) (n + 1) is derived as follows.
•I nT * (x,K[y]) (n) > T * (x,J[y]) (n) and in ∆T * (x,K[y]) (n) < 0, Eq. (59) is met. Therefore, ∆F (x,K[y]) (n + 1) is allocated the same as ∆F (x,K[y]) (n), and it is shown as follows.
∆F (x,K[y]) (n + 1)=r (x,y) y) cost goes beyond the optimal solution and ascents the gradient. Because it is caused by the excessive packet distribution from source link to destination link, ∆F (x,K[y]) (n + 1) is allocated smaller than ∆F (x,K[y]) (n) as follows. where α is the decrement rate (0 < α < 1).
•I n ∆T * (x,K[y]) (n) > 0, the traffic among the source link increases as shown in subsection 4.1. Because ∆F (x,K[y]) (n) is underestimated, and because the monotonically increasing characteristics of the source link cost for the packet distribution is regained, ∆F (x,K[y]) (n + 1) is allocated larger than ∆F (x,K[y]) (n) as follows. where β is the increment rate (β > 1).
∆F (x,K[y]) (n + 1)=r (x,y) (n + 1) · ∆F (x,K[y]) (n) r (x,y) (n + 1)=β · r (x,y) (n)
Step5: (x, Max[y])(n) and (x, Min[y])(n) are respectively selected in M (x,y) ,a n da r e respectively assigned to (x, K[y])(n + 1) and (x, J[y])(n + 1). According to (x, K[y])(n + 1), (x, J[y])(n + 1),a n d∆F (x,K[y]) (n + 1),t h e(n + 1)-th packet distribution is carried out, then return to Step4. In each M-route of both a base station and terminals, the above iteration gradually updates the amount of packet distribution, and brings M-route cost to the optimal solution, reducing the out-of-order packets occurred by distributing packets to multiple links.
Performance evaluation
In this section, the simulation evaluation of the packet distribution method for M-route compositing 11/16-links is shown.
Simulation scenario
For the simulation evaluation, OPNET 12.0A PL3 was used, and the network configuration wasasfollows(seeFig.9):
• Base station is equipped with an 16-interface and 4×11a/b-interfaces. 16-interface and 11a/b-interface respectively connects to 16-antenna and 11/ab-antenna.
• The number of terminals is 100, and each terminal is equipped with 16-interface and 11a/b-interface. • An antenna-A which equips with 16-and 11a/b-antena, three antenna-B which equip with 11a/b-antena, and 100 terminals without mobility are randomly deployed in 560m × 560m space with a 1/10 scale of 16-coverage with 1000m radius.
• A FTP server and a Video Conference (VC) server, which are outside the wireless access network, are connected to the base station by a wired network.
In the above access network, M-route between each terminal and a base station combines available links as follows.
• The M-route between a base station and a terminal in 11a-coverage (area-A) combines 11a/b-link and 16-link.
• The M-route between a base station and a terminal in 11b-coverage and outside 11a-coverage (area-B)combines 11b-link and 16-link.
• The M-route between a base station and a terminal outside 11b-coverage (area-C) uses only 16-link.
The performance of 11a/b-wireless system and 16-wireless system shown in Table 1 is applied, and each the capacity reservation of 16-link is shown in Table 2 . Assuming the evaluation environment to be a suburban area in line of sight, the 11a/b-radio propagation model is a two-ray model and Ricean fading with Ricean factor 6dB (Takada, 2004) , and the 16 radio propagation model is a Erceg (TerrainA). According to (3GPP2, 2006) , the VC traffic on UDP is generated at each terminal as follows:
• The average video rate in the incoming and the outgoing is 32 Kbps.
• The distribution in video rate is a truncated pareto distribution with maximum 8Kbits
• The frame rate in the incoming and outgoing is 10fps. A frame corresponds to a data packet in VC.
• As the sequence control of frame, VC waits for the frame with expected sequence number for a period of 100 msec that is equal to frame interval. The frame that arrived on excess of the period is destroyed.
• In 16-link, VC is mapped to rtPS for QoS class.
Furthermore, FTP traffic on TCP is also generated at each terminal as follows:
• In 10 sec period, FTP session which transfers a file of the size of 1K∼400Kbytes starts.
• 50% of the FTP sessions are download session.
• Each FTP session is established between each terminal and a FTP server.
• In 16-link, FTP is mapped to nrtPS for QoS class.
The evaluation items are as followings.
• IP average delay (sec/packet), is the average delay between terminal and servers in an IP packet.
• IP throughput (bps), is the average arrival amount of IP packets at terminals and servers during a unit time.
• FTP response time (sec/file), is the average delay to transfer a file in end-to-end between a terminal and an FTP server.
• FTP throughput (bytes/sec), is the average amount of arrival data packets at terminals and an FTP server during a unit time.
• VC average delay (sec/frame), is the average delay of end-to-end between terminal and a VC server in a data frame.
• VC throughput (bytes/sec), is the average arrival amount of data frames at terminals and a VC server during a unit time.
The end-to-end delay is composed of the delay in wireless access network and that in wired communication between the base station and server. The delay in wired communication is common without depending on any packet distribution in wireless access network because the wired communication is out of scope of wireless access network. Therefore, the delay in wired communication can be assumed to be constant to any packet distribution in wireless access network, and the delay in wireless access network depends on packet distribution in wireless access network. In viewpoint of packet distribution, the trend of the end-to-end delay corresponds with that of the delay in wireless access network. Thus the delay in wired communication can be logically ignored. Furthermore, assuming the access speed of a future core network to be Gigabits order (Konishi et al., 2008) , the delay in WiFi corresponds to 10 2 ∼ 10 3 order of that in wired core network because the bandwidth of WiFi is Mbps. Then, the delay between the base station and server is left out of consideration because it is independent on the performance of the wireless access network. Furthermore, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, it is compared with the following methods.
• Single link (SL) uses a link. The terminals in area-A use 11a-link, the terminals in area-B use 11b-link, and the other terminals use 16-link.
• Round robin (RR) uses available links and distributes packets equally to each link.
• Actual transmission rate (TR) uses available links and distributes packets to each link in proportion to the measured transmission rate at each link in every 10 sec.
In the search for minimal solution, r0is0.1,α is 0.5, β is 1.5, and the update period of packet distribution is 10 sec. Furthermore, the link combination in IP is transparent to the upper layer. Therefore, the upper layer is provided with the M-route as a single link view. 
Transition of delay and throughput in low traffic load
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show, respectively, the transition of IP average delay and IP throughput, when file size in FTP is 1K bytes. As the packet distribution proceeds, the IP average delay of the proposal decreases rapidly, and becomes much lower than that of the others. Figures 11(a) , 11(b) and 11(c) show, respectively, the transition of distributed load to 11a-wireless system (11a-load), that to 11b-wireless system (11b-load) and that to 16-wireless system (16-load), when file size in FTP is 1K bytes. The decrease in IP average delay of the proposal corresponds to the increase in 11a-load of the proposal (see Fig. 10 (a) and Fig. 11(a) ).
In area-A, 11a accommodates a few terminals because of its narrow coverage, and the proposal distributes almost packets to 11a-link the same as SL, and saves the capacity of 11b and 16 for many terminals outside area-A. RR and TR in the area distributes packets to other link as well, thus RR and TR can not use 11a capacity effectively to save the capacity of 11b and 16. Consequently, RR and TR bring the large load to 16 (see Fig. 11(c) ), which of links have low transmission rate (see Tab. 2), and it causes the inferior IP average delay of RR and TR to that of the proposal. In area-B, SL distributes all packets to 11b-link (see Fig. 11(b) ), and then the packet collision in 11b occurs frequently. Thus, it causes the inferior IP average delay of SL to that of the proposal. In comparison with SL, the packet distribution of the proposal and TR improve IP performance, but that of RR lowers IP performance. The IP out-of-order packets of the proposal decreases the same as the decrease in its IP average delay, consequently, its out-of-order packets becomes much lower than that of RR and TR (see Fig. 10(c) ). Therefore, its packet distribution effects the decrease in IP average delay and the decrease in out-of-order packets. Figures 12(a) shows the number of TCP retransmissions for a period of 5 sec. The TCP retransmissions of the proposal is nearly equal to that of SL and RR, and that of TR is larger than that of the others. The cause of TCP retransmission in SL is packet loss. In area-B, SL distributes all packets to 11b, thus the packet collision occurs frequently in 11b and then it causes the TCP retransmission. The cause of TCP retransmission in the proposal, RR and TR is out-of-oder packets. The number of TCP transmissions in RR is lower than that of TR. RR loads larger mount of packets with 16 than the others (see Fig. 11(c) ). Because the 16-link has the low transmission rate, the IP average delay of RR is inferior to that of the others (Fig. 10(a) ). Then TCP congestion window size of RR is smaller than that of TR and the proposal, and the amount of distributed packets to multiple links for a period is fewer than that of TR and the proposal, thus the probability of occurrence of out-of-order packets is lower. Consequently, the TCP retransmissions of RR is lower than that of TR. That of the proposal is also lower than that of TR, then the delay equalization between multiple links in the proposal effects the decrease in the occurrence of out-of-order packets, and effects the decrease in TCP retransmissions. Figures 12(b) and 12(c) show, respectively, the transition of FTP response time and FTP throughput. The FTP response time of SL and the proposal are superior to that of RR and TR. The IP average delay of TR is superior to that of SL, however, the FTP response time of TR is inferior to that of SL. The inversion is caused by the large number of TCP retransmissions in TR, and the packet distribution of TR lowers the FTP performance. The cause of the inferior FTP response time of RR to that of SL is not the TCP retransmissions, but is the small amount of TCP flow based on TCP congestion window size, then the packet distribution in RR distributes the large number of packets to 16-link, which is narrow bandwidth, and originally lowers IP performance. The number of TCP retransmissions and the FTP response time of the proposal is the same as those of SL. As the above mentioned, the cause of TCP retransmission in SL is the packet loss in 11b-link, but the cause of that in the proposal is the out-of-order packet, that is, the proposal offsets the improvement of IP performance against the out-of-order packets, and does not improve the FTP performance, but does not lower it. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show, respectively, the transition of VC average delay and VC throughput. The VC average delay of SL is equal to the IP average delay because a VC frame corresponds to a IP packet and because out-of-order packet does not occur. In the proposal, RR, and TR, the VC average delay is larger than that of IP because the sequence control in VC waits for frame with the expected sequence on the occurrence of out-of-order packet. Therefore, VC average delay of TR is higher than that of SL though IP average delay of TR is lower than that of SL, i.e., the packet distribution of TR lowers the VC performance. On the other hand, that of the proposal is lower than that of SL, therefore, the effect of the packet distribution in the proposal overcomes the ill of it, and can improve the VC performance. That of RR is higher than that of the others because RR originally lowers IP performance. Fig. 15(a) , 15(b) and 15(c) show, respectively, the transition of 11a load, 11b load and 16 load, when file size in FTP is 350K bytes. The IP average delay of the proposal is low, and is stable. On the other hand, that of the others increase as linear, and become much higher than that of the proposal. Furthermore, their IP throughput are lower than that of the proposal. In area-A, the packet distribute to 11a-link brings low delay to IP because of wide bandwidth and few accommodated terminals in 11a, as mentioned in 5.2. In area-B, the packet collision and loss in 11b further increase because of the increase in traffic, and the large number of retransmissions in MAC brings the increase in delay to IP. Furthermore, the packet loss in 11b brings the decrease in throughput to IP. Each 16-link has the narrow bandwidth, but does not cause the collision because of TDD. i.e., The delay of 16-link is lower than that of 11b-link because of no retransmission process in MAC, which of delay in 11b exponentially increases based on a binary back-off mechanism. Therefore, the large number of packet distribute to 11b brings the increase in delay and the decrease in throughput to IP. Consequently, IP average delay of the proposal, which distributes the smaller number of packets to 11b than the others (see Fig. 15(b) ), is lowest,anditsIPthroughputishighest. Figures 14(c) and 16(a) show, respectively, the transition of IP out-of-order packets and TCP retransmissions, when file size in FTP is 350K bytes. The IP out-of-order packets of the proposal decreases rapidly as the packet distribute proceeds the same as the case that FTP file size is 1K bytes, i.e., the delay equalization between the multiple links in the proposal effects the decrease in IP out-of-order packets. That of RR also decreases, but the decrease in the amount of TCP flow based on TCP congestion window size, which becomes small rapidly by the increase in IP delay of RR, brings it. TCP retransmission is caused by the IP packet loss and IP out-of-order packets. The TCP retransmissions in SL is caused only by IP packet loss, and IP packet loss is caused by the large number of distributed packets to 11b. That of RR, TR and the proposal is caused by IP packet loss and IP out-of-order packets. That of RR is caused largely by IP packet loss, because RR distributes the large number of packets to 11b and IP out-of-order packets decreases by the decrease in TCP flow. Therefore, the trend of TCP retransmissions of RR is similar to that of SL. TR also distributes the large number of packets to 11b, but distributes the larger number of packets than RR to 11a and 16, which of packet loss probability is much lower than 11b, i.e., the TCP retransmissions in TR is caused mainly by out-of-order packets and it reduces the upward trend of TCP retransmissions in comparison with SL and TR. On the other hand, the TCP retransmissions of the proposal is low stable in comparison with the others. The proposal distributes the much smaller number of IP packets than the others to 11b and reduces IP packet loss, furthermore, it equalizes the delay of each link in M-route, thus reduces also IP out-of-order packets. That brings the low and stable retransmissions to TCP. Figures 16(b) and 16(c) show, respectively, the transition of FTP response time and FTP throughput, when file size in FTP is 350K bytes. The FTP response time of RR and TR increase as linear. In RR and TR, FTP session can not complete in a period of 10 sec, which is FTP session start interval, because the amount of TCP flow is restrained low by the large number of retransmissions. The active FTP session accumulates. Therefore, the access network causes the congestion. In the proposal, FTP session can complete within 10 sec, and the delay not increase and is stable. Furthermore, the throughput reaches the input load 4M bytes/sec. Therefore, the proposal controls avoids the congestion. Figure 18 (a), 18(b), and 18(c) shows, respectively, the dependence of IP average delay on IP throughput, the dependence of FTP response time on FTP throughput , and the dependence of VC average delay on VC throughput when FTP file size increases from 1K bytes to 400K bytes. The average delay and throughput are each the averages for 10 topologies in which the antennas and terminals are deployed randomly in the evaluation space. When the FTP traffic is low, the performance of SL and the proposal is superior to that of RR and TR. In low load, if packets are distributed to a widest band link, that is, if the packet distribution is equalized to that of SL, the performance becomes high. The packet distribution of the proposal becomes equal to that of SL, but that of RR and TR do not. As FTP traffic increases, the 11b-link load of M-route in 11b-coverage and outside 11a-coverage becomes high, then M-route including 11b-link needs to distribute packets to 11a-link or 16-link. SL can not distribute packets of 11b-link to other links, then SL is saturated first by the exhaustion of 11b-link capacity. By the same cause, RR and TR are saturated in FTP file size 300K bytes and 400K bytes respectively. The proposal distributes packets from 11b-link to 16-link and 11a-link, and avoids the saturation until FTP file size exceeds 400K bytes. Summarizing, in any FTP traffic, the proposal can distribute packets effectively in comparison with other methods, and it produces low delay and hight throughput on both TCP application and UDP application, and simultaneously.
Transition of delay and throughput in high traffic load

Dependence of delay on throughput
Conclusion
In this chapter, the packet distribution characteristics in IEEE802.11-link and that in IEEE802.16-link was respectively shown, and, based on these characteristics, the packet distribution method for access route compositing IEEE802.11/16-links was proposed. Furthermore, its performance through evaluation with IEEE802.11a/b and IEEE802.16 was shown. Consequently, the proposed method was found to have the following effectiveness.
• It can greatly effectively distribute packets to IEEE802.11/16 links according to link load.
• And, it can also reduce out-of-packets caused by distributing packets to multiple links.
• Then, It can decrease delay and can increase throughput on both TCP application and UDP application, and simultaneously.
